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PwC RiskMinds 2013 –
Daily Update
Wednesday, December 4, 2013

Stream Chairmanship: The Future For Risk, Finance & The Banking
Industry

Wednesday, December 4 was a busy day at RiskMinds for PwC. George Stylianides, FS Risk
Leader in EMEA and India, chaired the stream The Future For Risk, Finance & The Banking
Industry.

There were three themes through this stream:

 A glimpse into the future
 Current regulatory developments
 Applying complex network models to financial markets

The five main takeaways were:

 There is a consensus amongst policymakers that the primary objective of banks is
credit creation. Deviating away from this causes social instability and undermines
development. Higher capital and more liquidity are all that’s necessary to protect this
important activity. This has a direct impact on the returns that banks can generate.

 Regulatory uncertainty is deliberate; it encourages conservatism. And so despite the
spirited deconstruction of the proposed fundamental reform of the trading book,
banks will have to live with higher capital requirements notwithstanding what their
models say.

 Regulators will shape the strategy of financial institutions so as to mitigate the risk of
financial instability.

 Complex network theory seems to indicate that the irrational behaviour of human
beings can be modelled and financial crises can be predicted.

 Professor Milne intrigued his audience with the power of adopting LEI.
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Stream Presentation: Portfolio Optimisation - Using advanced risk
measurement to help actively manage portfolio risk and regulatory
requirements

Sylvain Cheroutre, Director of PwC’s Risk Quantification and Analytics Group, presented on
Portfolio Optimisation - Using advanced risk measurement to help actively manage portfolio
risk and regulatory requirements.

Sylvain spoke about how the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) has had, and continues to have, a
profound effect on numerous aspects of financial services. The resulting acceleration of
regulation and increase in supervision has placed considerable demands on banks, whether
it be from the perspective of a change capacity, reporting ability or balance sheet
restructuring. He pointed out how many institutions have gone into fire-fighting mode,
substituting what was mainly a risk and business driven agenda pre-crisis for a regulatory
compliance focused one post-crisis. However, Sylvain advised against the danger that
viewing business solely through the often distorting and myopic lens of an ever changing
regulatory agenda, will lead to overshooting, inefficient prioritisation and possibly even
strategically regrettable decisions. He highlighted that unintended consequences could then
in turn lead to an even more involved wave of regulatory reform (Basel IV anyone?).
However, the rules are only a catalyst of what needs to happen as a result of the GFC. It is
therefore essential to not just understand the letter of the law, which is still uncertain, but
the spirit or intent of the law, which is far clearer and revolves around addressing
insufficient liquidity, too much leverage, over-reliance on wholesale funding and bad
behaviour brought on by asymmetric incentives.

One of the most interesting parts of Sylvain’s presentation dealt with the possibility to re-
align the business risk agenda with regulatory reform. He brought real world examples of
how some institutions have already started along this path. While everyone generally agrees
this will require broad and expensive change programs, long term commitment, and a great
capacity to adapt to the unavoidable regulatory uncertainty, he also feels that advanced and
intelligent risk modelling will continue to play a central role by evolving and adapting.
Supported by a robust risk management framework and clear governance, model and system
spend should be seen not only as a regulatory compliance cost, but in conjunction with
strategy and vision, can become a competitive advantage.

Sylvain concluded by talking about how a long term ‘equilibrium’ will ultimately be reached
with respect to the new shareholder value proposition, reduced balance sheet size, and
leverage. In the meantime, banks should raise as much equity as soon as possible and
minimise value destruction and opportunity costs by using advanced strategic optimisation
tools focusing on economic contribution rather than just regulatory constraints.
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Champagne Round Table: Managing Culture

The evening ended with Matt King, partner in PwC UK’s Financial Services Consulting
Practice, chairing the Champagne Round Table on Managing Culture. His round table
covered topics such as the importance of culture in FS firms, a framework to deliver action
from both a leadership as well as a staff perspective, a framework to measure behaviours and
culture focused on tone, reinforcement, and outcomes, and finally PwC’s approach to create
a vision and values that matter and support behavioural change. Highlights of the round
table included sharing lessons learned and critical success factors for managing risk and
restoring trust as a critical success factor for FS firms.
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